
Opening Monologue: October 24 2010,

Welcome to BTR I am your host Dawid Yacob Maccabeus you are listening to Signs and 
Wonders, I am coming to you live from Sweden today's date is October 24th 2010.

Today Broadcast is entitled:
 
Billion Dollar Building |  A message to the Gentiles. Watcher File 4

Before I start I need to Open in a word of prey:

Free Prayer:

Pray for Protection, Pray for Guidance, Pray for Forgiveness of our forefathers for 
breaking your covenant, 

Why did I decide to do this broadcast?

The Analogy:

a similarity between like features of two things, on which a comparison may be 
based: the analogy between the heart and a pump. 

Logic . a form of reasoning in which one thing is inferred to be similar to another 
thing in a certain respect, on the basis of the known similarity between the things in 
other respects. 

—Synonyms 
1.  comparison, likeness, resemblance, similitude, affinity. 2.  correspondence. 

The reason why I use this word Analogy is because today I would like to give an 
analogy based on the destruction of the United States of America. I will do this by 
telling a short story. Called the Billion Dollar Building.

In one of the most powerful cities in the world stud one of the greatest achievements of 
mankind. What stud in the center of this city was a building, but not just any building, 
but The Billion Dollar Building. What made this building special was not the value of 
the building, but how it was created. You see this building was the most advanced 
engineering the world had ever known. The workers that worked in this building where 
proud. They where the most powerful wealthiest people on the planet. Now why they 
where so proud is because working in this building gave them the tools to control the 
planet. Every morning they would look to the sky and thank god to be alive.



Now what made this building so special? Let me describe this billion dollar building. 
The building was the tallest on the planet. It reached to heavens why above the clouds. It 
was made from the finest steel money could buy. Each stone was placed with pride. 
Inside the building there where marble stairs, fountains and even a marble post for the 
well paid guard. There where giant mirrors that reached all the way to the ceiling which 
was 33 feet high. On the 13th floor there was a Grand Salon called “THE QUEEN 
MARY “

Now what really made this building special was not beauty or the craftsmanship, but 
purpose in which this building was created. Beneath the building lay-ed the most 
advanced computer system on the planet. There was so much wire that the cords alone 
could circle the earth three times. With in these wires lived optical fibers to 
communicate mass amounts of information around the globe in seconds. No place on 
earth had the ability of this Billion Dollar Building. Each office was connected to this 
computer, and each worker had the power of the system at their fingers. If you where 
fortunate to work in this building you would become wealthy beyond your wildest 
imagination. 

But one day the owner of the building was approached by someone who took an interest 
in this building. He wanted to make 10 more building just like his all over the world. So 
he said to the owner. You know I really love how you build this magnificent building. I 
see how you worker are rich the are happy they are powerful. Lets partner let's make 10 
buildings just like this all over the earth. The owner of the building heard these word and 
his hearts scream yes and shouted with joy. But the man said wait now hold on there is 
one thing you have to consider. You see to make this dream a reality. We first have to 
destroy this building. And the man said sure let's do it. But the man said again now wait 
hold on   there is one more thing. All people have to be inside. And the owner said to the 
man. “Are you insane?” I am not going to harm my workers. But the man said now 
listen. If we destroy this building  and take away the profits and system that was setup 
by these workers we would never be able to build 10 more billion dollar buildings. The 
workers will demand there share and the buildings will not be built and you will be left 
with nothing. 

So the owner thought long and hard. Now he could have one Billion Dollar Building or 
10 Billion Dollar Buildings, but the only thing standing in his way where his workers. 
So the man thought to his self and he said. I don’t have any love for these workers. They 
love me. I could have 10 times there 
love . Yes lets destroy this building.  

So while the workers where asleep. They first ripped out the computer system and 



pulled all the wires and cords from the massive walls. They took away all the things of 
value that made this building great. 
And replaced them with explosives. When the worker final awakened they reslised that 
the building was a shell of what it use to be. Now the owner of the building new there 
was no turning back. The workers know that the building was destroyed. Do I destroy 
the workers as well? Do I destroy this building with the workers inside? If I don't the are 
going to realize what I've done and I will never be able to build 10 more billion dollar 
building. So the owner stood still staring into space thinking about his decision.  

You see this is the predicament The United States Of American is in at the moment. She 
is gutted. What ever made her valuable has been taken away. Her power is slipping 
away. It is being ripped out day by day. They are building a new America a new Atlantis 
a more powerful America, but with out the people. But the owners of America has a 
choice. They can either press the button and pull it. Or they can rebuild IT. But if you are 
going to rebuild America you have to use all the workers not just the Rich and the 
powerful. You have to use the ones you rejected. You have to use the ones you placed on 
Chanel zero. You have to get real close to the workers. You have to acknowledge who 
the workers are. You see some of these workers can turn the head of YAH. Some of 
these workers know the Most High personally. Because the Most High AHAYAH the 
father of Yahushua is the only one that can rebuild America and give her back her glory.

USA: slavery justified

At the time of the American Civil War (1861–65) Early anthropologists, such as Josiah 
Clark Nott, George Robins Gliddon, Robert Knox, and Samuel George Morton, aimed to 
scientifically prove that Negroes were a human species different from the white people 
species; that the rulers of Ancient Egypt were not African; and that mixed-race offspring 
(the product of miscegenation) tended to physical weakness and infertility. After the 
Civil War, Southern (Confederacy) physicians wrote textbooks of scientific racism based 
upon studies claiming that Black freemen (ex-slaves) were becoming extinct, because 
they were inadequatee to the demands of being a free man — implying that Black 
people benefitted from enslavement. In 1850 Louis Agassiz commissioned a series of 
daguerreotypes of slaves of Columbia South Carolina for studying of races; four 
portraits are available at:[22]

What Got Us into this Mess:

Washington’s 1895 Atlanta Exhibition address was viewed as a “revolutionary 
moment”[11] by both African-Americans and whites across the country. He was 
supported by W. E. B. Du Bois  at the time, but years later the two had a falling out due 
to difference in direction over the remedy required to reverse disenfranchisement. After 



the falling out, Du Bois and his supporters took to referring to the Atlanta Exposition 
speech as the "Atlanta Compromise" speech to illustrate their belief that Washington was 
too accommodating to white interests.

The same people today that are destroying the US are the ones that Usurped the 
free slave movement.

Washington associated with the richest and most powerful businessmen and politicians 
of the era. He was seen as a spokesperson for African Americans and became a conduit 
for funding educational programs. His contacts included such diverse and well-known 
personages as Andrew Carnegie, William Howard Taft, John D. Rockefeller, Henry 
Huttleston Rogers, Julius Rosenwald, Robert Ogden, Collis P. Huntington and William 
Henry Baldwin Jr., who donated large sums of money to agencies such as the Jeanes and 
Slater Funds. As a result, countless small schools were established through his efforts, in 
programs that continued many years after his death. Along with rich people, black 
communities also helped their communities by donating time, money and labor to 
schools. Churches such as the Baptist and Methodist also supported black schools in 
both the elementary and secondary levels.

Washington's work on education issues helped him enlist both the moral and substantial 
financial support of many major white philanthropists. He became friends with such 
self-made men as Standard Oil magnate Henry Huttleston Rogers; Sears, Roebuck and 
Company President Julius Rosenwald; and George Eastman, inventor and founder of 
Kodak. These individuals and many other wealthy men and women funded his causes, 
including Hampton and Tuskegee institutes.

This same form of education is used for plan parent hood. See movie  Maafa 21.

POINT:

Harvard University's Dr. Martin Kilson brilliantly pointed out in the March 2 issue of 
The Black Commentator. Booker T. Washington's compromising model could only work 
if the corporate millionaires he cultivated were sincere about uplifting millions of Black 
people out of poverty. And they were not. The rich whites he allied himself with were 
glad to fund Booker T. Washington's Tuskegee political machine, and to elevate him to 
the status of national Black political leader. But they had no intention of freeing Black 



people as a group from grinding poverty. Booker T's rich white friends reneged on the 
deal, and as a result, there arose a more militant Black activism that demanded full 
citizenship. This is the model that carried us to the 1950s and '60s Civil Rights 
Movement - and which should have buried Booker T.-type compromises once and for 
all.

Here is how the confic began: - The Sower of conflick:

The peak year of European immigration was in 1907, when 1,285,349 persons entered 
the country.[17] By 1910, 13.5 million immigrants were living in the United States.[18] 
In 1921, the Congress passed the Emergency Quota Act, followed by the Immigration 
Act of 1924. The 1924 Act was aimed at further restricting the Southern and Eastern 
Europeans, especially Jews, Italians, and Slavs, who had begun to enter the country in 
large numbers beginning in the 1890s.[19] Most of the European refugees fleeing the 
Nazis and World War II were barred from coming to the United States.[20]

Rockefeller and company:

1919 Chicago Race Riot

Beginning in 1910, thousands of African Americans started moving from the South to 
Chicago as one destination in the Great Migration, fleeing lynchings, segregation and 
disfranchisement in the Deep South. The Ku Klux Klan committed 64 lynchings in 1918 
and 83 in 1919 in southern states.[3] With the pull of industrial jobs in the stockyards 
and meatpacking industry beckoning as European immigration  was cut off by World 
War I, from 1916 to 1919 the African-American population in Chicago increased from 
44,000 to 109,000, for a total of 148 percent during the decade.[3][6] African Americans 
settled in the South Side, where, as their population grew, they pressed against a 
neighborhood of ethnic Irish, immigrant descendants established since the mid-19th 
century, and had to compete against them for jobs and housing. Southern African 
Americans had followed waves of immigrants from eastern Europe, who also added to 
the competition and tensions. Ethnic groups established territory in their areas of the 
city, which their young men often patrolled against outsiders. Because of agricultural 
problems, Southern whites also migrated to the city, about 20,000 by this period.[7] The 
rapid influx of migrants caused overcrowding as a result of a lack of adequate low cost 
housing.[3]

List Of 1829 Cincinnati, Ohi Race Riots:

1829: Cincinnati, Ohio Rioting against African Americans results in thousands leaving 
for Canada.
1836: Cincinnati, Ohio A pro-slavery riot took place



1841: Cincinnati, Ohio  White Irish-descendant and Irish immigrant dock workers rioted 
against Black dock workers. When the Black dock workers banded together to defend 
their community from the approaching Whites, the White rioters retreated and then 
commandeered a 6-pound cannon and shot it through the streets of Cincinnati.
1863 the city of Detroit, 
Michigan experienced its first riot. At the time, it was reported as “the bloodiest day that 
ever dawned upon Detroit.” While not as famous or destructive as riots later in Detroit’s 
history, the riot of 1863 was certainly a momentous occasion for the city of Detroit.[2] 
The casualties of the day included at least two innocent people dead, a multitude of 
others, mostly African-American, mercilessly beaten. 35 buildings were burned to the 
ground, and a number of other buildings were damaged by fire.[2]

1866: New Orleans Riot:
The convention met at noon on July 30, but because there was a lack of a quorum there 
was a recess until 1:30.[6]  When the convention members left the building they were 
met by the black marchers led by a marching band. On the corner of Common and 
Dryades streets across from the mechanics institute there was a group of armed whites 
standing and waiting for the black marchers[7]. This group was full of radical 
Democratic  anti-abolitionists and ex-confederates who wished to dispel the convention 
to spell the growing power of blacks within the state. It is not known which group fired 
first but within minutes there was a battle in the streets. The black marchers, unprepared 
for a fight, dispersed with many seeking refuge within the mechanics institute. The 
white mob outside brutally attacked the marchers. The riot was soon dispelled and many 
of the white agitators were thrown in jail. The city was declared under martial law until 
August 2.

United States
Main article: Mass racial violence in the United States
Further information: List of riots and civil unrest in Omaha, Nebraska
[edit] Nativist Period 1700's-1860

    * 1824: Providence, Rhode Island Hardscrabble Riots
    * 1829: Cincinnati, Ohio Rioting against African Americans results in thousands 
leaving for Canada.[citation needed]
    * 1829: Charlestown Anti-Catholic Riots
    * 1831: Providence, Rhode Island
    * 1834: Massachusetts Convent Burning
    * 1835: Five Points Riot
    * 1836: Cincinnati, Ohio A pro-slavery riot took place
    * 1841: Cincinnati, Ohio White Irish-descendant and Irish immigrant dock workers 
rioted against Black dock workers. When the Black dock workers banded together to 
defend their community from the approaching Whites, the White rioters retreated and 



then commandeered a 6-pound cannon and shot it through the streets of Cincinnati.
    * 1844: Philadelphia Nativist Riots (May 6–8/July 5–8)
    * 1851: Hoboken Anti-German Riot
    * 1855: Louisville Anti-German Riots

[edit] Civil War Period 1861-1865

    * 1863: New York City Draft Riot
    * 1863: Detroit Race Riot

[edit] Reconstruction Period: 1865 - 1877

    * 1866: New Orleans Riot
    * 1866: Memphis, Tennessee
    * 1868: Pulaski Riot
    * 1868: Opelousas, Louisiana
    * 1868: Camilla, Georgia
    * 1870: Eutaw, Alabama
    * 1870: Laurens, South Carolina
    * 1870: New York City Orange Riot
    * 1871: Second New York City Orange Riot
    * 1871: Los Angeles Anti-Chinese Riot
    * 1871: Meridian, Mississippi
    * 1891: New Orleans Anti-Italian Riot
    * 1873: Colfax massacre
    * 1874: Vicksburg, Mississippi
    * 1874: New Orleans, Louisiana {Liberty place riot see [34]}
    * 1874: Coushatta, Louisiana
    * 1875: Yazoo City, Mississippi
    * 1875: Clinton, Mississippi
    * 1876: Hamburg Massacre
    * 1876: Ellenton, South Carolina

[edit] Jim Crow Period: 1878 - 1914

    * 1885: Anti-Chinese riot in Rock Springs, Wyoming Territory
    * 1886: Seattle riot of 1886[35]
    * 1898: Wilmington Insurrection of 1898[36]
    * 1898: Lake City, South Carolina
    * 1898: Greenwood County, South Carolina
    * 1900: Robert Charles Riots
    * 1900: New York City, New York



    * 1906: Atlanta Race Riot[37]
    * 1906: Brownsville, Texas
    * 1907: Onancock, Virginia
    * 1908: Springfield Race Riot of 1908[38]
    * 1909: Omaha, Nebraska anti-Greek riot
    * 1910: Nationwide riots following the heavyweight championship fight between Jack 
Johnson and Jim Jeffries in Reno, Nevada on July 4

[edit] War and Inter-War Period: 1914 - 1945

    * 1917: East St. Louis Riot[39]
    * 1917: Chester, Pennsylvania
    * 1917: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
    * 1917: Houston Riot
    * Red Summer of 1919
          o 1919: Washington, D.C.
          o 1919: Chicago Race Riot of 1919[40]
          o 1919: Omaha Race Riot of 1919
          o 1919: Charleston, South Carolina
          o 1919: Longview, Texas
          o 1919: Knoxville, Tennessee
          o 1919: Elaine Race Riot
    * 1921: Tulsa race riot (Tulsa, Oklahoma) [41]
    * 1923: Rosewood massacre (Rosewood, Florida) [42]
    * 1927: Yakima Valley Anti-Filipino Riot
    * 1928: Wenatchee Valley Anti-Filipino Riot
    * 1929: Exeter Anti-Filipino Riot
    * 1930: Watsonville Anti-Filipino Riots, which inspired race riots in San Francisco, 
Salinas and San Jose and attacks elsewhere.[43]
    * 1935: Harlem Riot of 1935
    * 1943: Detroit Race Riot[44]
    * 1943: Beaumont Race Riot of 1943
    * 1943: Harlem Riot of 1943
    * 1943: Zoot Suit Riots

[edit] Postwar era: 1946 - 1954

    * 1946: Columbia, Tennessee Riot

[edit] Civil Rights and Black Power Movement's Period: 1955 - 1977

    * 1958: Battle of Hayes Pond (Maxton, North Carolina)



    * 1963: Cambridge riot of 1963 (Cambridge, Maryland)
    * 1964: Harlem Riot of 1964 (Harlem neighborhood, Manhattan, New York City)
    * 1964: Rochester riot (Rochester, New York)
    * 1964: Philadelphia 1964 race riot (North Philadelphia section of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania)
    * 1965: Watts Riots (Watts neighborhood, Los Angeles, California)
    * 1966: Division Street Riots (Humboldt Park neighborhood, Chicago, Illinois)
    * 1966: Hough Riots (Hough community, Cleveland, Ohio)
    * 1966: North Omaha, Nebraska (North Omaha community, Omaha, Nebraska)
    * Long Hot Summer of 1967
          o 1967: Tampa Riots, (Tampa, Florida)
          o 1967: Texas Southern University Riot (Houston, Texas)
          o 1967: 1967 Detroit riot (Detroit, Michigan)
          o 1967: Buffalo riot (Buffalo, NewYork)
          o 1967: Milwaukee Riot (Milwakee, Wisconsin)
          o 1967: Minneapolis North Side Riots (Minneapolis, Minnesota)
          o 1967: 1967 Newark riots (Newark, New Jersey)
          o 1967: Plainfield riots (Plainfield, New Jersey)
          o 1967: 1967 Detroit riot (Detroit, Michigan)
    * 1968: Orangeburg massacre (Orangeburg, South Carolina)
    * 1968: Nationwide riots following the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.
          o 1968: Baltimore riot of 1968 (Baltimore, Maryland)
          o 1968: Chicago (April 1968) (Chicago, Illinois)
          o 1968: Louisville riots of 1968 (Louisville, Kentucky)
          o 1968: 1968 Washington, D.C. riots (Washington, D.C.)
    * 1969: 1969 York Race Riot (York, Pennsylvania
    * 1969: Stonewall riots (Greenwich Village neighborhood, Manhattan, New York 
City, New York)
    * 1970: Jackson State killings (Jackson, Mississippi)
    * 1971: Camden Riots (Camden, New Jersey)
    * 1972-1977: Escambia High School riots (Pensacola, Florida)

[edit] Modern

    * 1980: Miami Riots (Miami, Florida)
    * 1980: Chattanooga Riot (Chattanooga, Tennessee)
    * 1984: Lawrence, Massachusetts Race Riot: A small scale riot centered at the 
intersection of Haverhill and railroad streets between working class whites and 
Hispanics; several buildings were destroyed by Molotov cocktails; August 8, 1984.[45]
    * 1990: Inglewood High School riot (Inglewood, California): A riot that broke out in 
front of the school between 30 Latinos and blacks after the black students leave the 
Cinco de Mayo day as revenge for running out on Black History Day.



    * 1991: Crown Heights riot (Crown Heights neighborhood, Brooklyn, New York)
    * 1992: Los Angeles Riots (Los Angeles, California): In a reaction to the acquittal of 
all LA police officers involved in the videotaped beating of Rodney King; riots broke 
out mainly involving black youths in the black neighborhoods and shop owners in 
Korean neighborhoods.
    * 1996: St. Petersburg Riots (St. Petersburg, Florida): After Officer Jim Knight 
stopped 18 yr. old Tyron Lewis for speeding, his car lurched forward causing Knight to 
fire his weapon, fatally wounding the black teenager. Riots broke out and lasted for 
about 2 days.
    * 2001: 2001 Cincinnati riots (Cincinnati, Ohio): In a reaction to the acquittal of 
Steven Roach after the fatal shooting of an unarmed young black male, Timothy 
Thomas, during a foot pursuit, riots broke out over the span of a few days.
    * 2003: Benton Harbor riots (Benton Harbor, Michigan)
    * 2005: 2005 Toledo Riot (Toledo, Ohio): A race riot that broke out after the Neo-Nazi 
protest marched through a black neighborhood.
    * 2006: Fontana High School riot (Fontana, California): Riot involving about 500 
Latino and black students[46]
    * 2006: Prison Race Riots (California): A war between Latino and black prison gangs 
set off a series of riots across California[47][48]
    * 2008: Locke High School riot[49] (Los Angeles, California)
    * 2008: Hempstead High School riot (Hempstead, New York): Two days of fighting 
between Hispanic and black students.[50]
    * 2008: Carrboro High School (North Carolina) (Carrboro , North Carolina)): a long 
day of tension between blacks and whites.[citation needed]
    * 2009: 2009 Oakland Riots (Oakland, California): Peaceful protests turned into 
rioting after the fatal shooting of an unarmed black man, Oscar Grant, by a BART transit 
policeman.


